
KALKI AVTAR OR 2  ND   COMING OF CHRIST AS PER NOSTRADEMUS CENTURIE  

 

1.1

Estant afsis de nuict fecret eftude                               At night, sitting secretly in study, he(GOD) 
Seul repose fur la felle d’aerain:                                  rest on brass tripod. A flame comes out of
Flame exigue fortant de folitude                                 nothingness, making successful which had
Fait pfperer qn’eft a croire vain.                                  been in hurry.

Divine Power takes control of his mind into trance & prepare his mind by divinization for 
forecasting the World future events, he  is sitting in night study, out of  emptiness  comes a  voice 
making trance Possible for third antichrist.  



1.11

La verge en main mife au                                          The wand is placed in the middle of tripod.,
Milieu de brances,                                                      He (GOD) sprinkles water over the hem of 
Del’onde il moulle & le                                            Garment & foots,a voice, fear trembling over
Limbe & le pied:                                                        whole body. Divine Splendor, God is sitting 
Vn peur & voix fremiffent par les                             by side.
 Manches:
Splendeur diuin pres s’afsied.

This is type of divinization technique divine power (GOD) uses for the astral birth of Antichrist.
He (GOD) sprinkles with water(Bose-Einstein condensates) his garment and foots, after  he puts 
a wand in the tripod made by legs, a voice with fear going through whole body, a lightening of 
lifetron, astral body of antichrist is thus born.

I.XXIX

Quand le poiffon tereftre & aquatique,                      A Fish which travels over land when cast 
For forte vague au grauier fera mis:                           upon the sea reach to seashore, its shape 
Sa forme eftrange fuaue & horrifique,                       horrible & foreign. Enemies soon reach 
 Par mer aux murs bien toft les ennemis.                   the walls.

A fish (GOD) by power of his subtle matter produce great waves on sea, a supernatural Power 
given to antichrist, he soon reaches the foreign country by invasion.

II.V

Qu’en dans poiffon, fer & letter enfermee,                        The weapon and secrete document 
Hors fortira qui puis fera la guerre:                                    are kept in fish, Out of which will come 
Aura par mer fa claffe bien ramee,                                     a man who will later on make war, his 
Apparoiffant pres de latine terre.                                        Fleet have taken him to appear near 
                                                                                            Italian shore.

The divine weapon & secrete document are kept in fish(Soul), out of it will come a Avtar who 
will makes war of Truth, at that time his Soul has appeared near Italian shore(Because of his 
strong Karmic connection of his past life with italy & france).



I.L

De l’aquatique triplicate naiftra,                               From three water signs will be born a man 
D’vn qui fera le ieudy pour fa fefte:                         who will make Thursday his feast day,
Son bruit,loz,regne,fa puiffance                                His renown, power, praise and rule will 
Croiftra, Par terre & mer aux Oriens                         increase by land &  Sea.
tempefte.

A country surrounded by Water on its three side,i.e INDIA, will be born a man who will makes 
Thursday as its feast day, In India hindu makes Thursday day of Vishnu workship, Muslim make 
Friday their day of workship & Christian Sunday, this indicating clearly the birth of Vishnu 
avtar, Kalki avtar.
His power, praise and rule will increase by land and sea.

II.XIII

Le corps fans ame plus n’eftre en facrifice, lour               The body without soul  cannot be of 
De la mort mis en natiuite: l’esprit diuin fera                    use in sacrificing ,when the body dies it
 l’ame felice, Voyant le verbe en fon eternite.                   comes to ribirth at the same day.
                                                                                            Divine spirit rejoice the incarnated soul

       seeing the miserable state of world. 

A body without Soul is of no use, it cannot be used even for sacrifice, when the body dies it 
comes to rebirth, a concept found in eastern religion from time immorial, divine spirit rejoice the 
soul whom GOD  has choosen to be coming avtar,  as its sees world in state of immorality & 
atheism.

II.XLV

Trop le ciel pleure l’androgyn                                              The heaven cry too much at the birth 
Pocree, Pres de ciel fang human refpandu,                           of androgyn; Human blood spread 
Par mort trop tard grand people recree.                                upto heaven, Nations could not be 
Tard & toft vient le fecours attendu.                                     Revived because of great death of 
                                                                                               People, though helps come  late.



As heaven weeps so much when they saw the Birth of Androgyn(Quality of both male & female, 
electric and magnetic Property in equal proportion), As lower heaven is always busy in sexuality, 
anger, jealousy, they saw their downfall  and thus blood was seen in heaven because of war 
started by avtar. Earthly nations will see great war but help will come late.

II.XXVII

Le diuin verbe fera du ciel frappe, Quine                         Divine Voice will be struck from the 
Pourra proceder plus auant: Du referent le                        heaven & will not be able to continue
 fecret eftoupe, Qu’on  marchera  par deffus                     until the revelation, so people  will 
& daunt.                                                                             walk above their head.

Divine call will be struck from heaven  but he(GOD) will not continue to enlighten him unless he 
reveals his purpose & revelation.

III.II

Le diuin verbe Donrra a la fubftance,                              The divine words will be give to earth
Caprins ciel terre, or occult au laict myftique.                  and heaven, Occult gold in mystic act, 
Corps, ame, efprit ayant toute puiffance,                         Body, mind & Soul all powerful, 
Tant foubz fes pied                                                           everything below his feet at the seat of
                                                                                          heaven.

The Divine message will be given to heaven & earth, A  supreme mystical act will be shown to 
avtar in the form that everything on earth & heaven moves by the power of GOD & everything 
Is below his (GOD) feet.



IV.XXIIII

Ouy foubs terr faincte dame voix fainte,                      Faint voice of a woman is heard under holy 
Humaine flamme pour diuine voir luire.                      Ground , A human flame lights up for 
Fera des feuls de leure fang terre tainte.                       divine voice, this will cause the earth to be 
Et les faincts teples pour les impurs deftruire.             Stained with the blood of celibate. and 
                                                                                      ruined the temples by the celibate.

A low pitch women voice( Avtar mother of past birth) is heard calling her son to be holy one, this 
human flame lights for divine voice, her son will cause earth to be stained with bloody war not 
seen, this Celibate son of a holy women will destroy material temples of GOD on earth.

VIII.XV.

Vers aquilon grands efforts par hommaffe,                   A great advancement of a Man-women 
Prefque l’europe & l’vniuers vexer,                               to vex whole of Europe and all universe.
Les deux eclypfes mettra en telle chaffe, 

Again it is shown here a women(who is in heaven) & man(avtar on earth) attachement due to 
their many reincarnation as mother & son on earth, taking charge of whole Europe & almost all 
of Universe, GOD is creating a powerful force by making them mother & son in their past life 
then separating them and again reuniting of Mother and a son through nature law of holography 
and thus controlling whole of the universe.

IV.XXV

Corps fublimes fans fin a l’oeil vifibles.                         The heavenly bodies comes to
Obnubiler viendront par ces raifons,                                Mind endlessly for their own 
Corps, front comprins, fens chief &                                 concern, The forehead, body, and
Inuifibles.                                                                          Senses all hiding, as the sacred
Diminuant les facrees orafons.                                         prayer return.



GOD  takes his astral body which passes through heavenly bodies to superstring universe,
He sing the sacred prayer during this journey.

IV.XLIX

Nay fouz les vmbres & iournee nocturne               he is born in shadow on a dark day,
Sera en regne & bonte fouueraine,                         he will be sovereign both in his rule
Fera renaiftre fon fang de l’antique vrne,               & goodness.
Renouullant fiecle d’or pour l’aerain.                     He will cause ancient truth to renewing
                                                                                the century for brass.

As per his horoscope in his birth chart, he is born on dark day, not a auspicious day but he will 
good in his rule & conduct. he will renew ancient truth & value system based on ethics & code of 
conduct.

IV.XXXI

La Lune au plain de nuict fur le                                    In middle of night, moon  over
haut mont, Le nouueau fophe                                        the high mountain only the young
d’vn feul cerueau l’a veu,                                              wise man alone in his mind has seen
Par fes difciples eftre immortal                                     it, invited by his disciple to become 
Femond, Yeux au midy, en feins                                   immortal, his eyes to the south , his 
Mains, corps au feu.                                                      hand over his chest & his body on fire.

This young wise man only has seen moon over high  mountain, his eyes to south, his hand over 
His chest and his body will lot of heat.

VI.XVIII.

Par les phifiques le  grand roy delaiffe,                 Great king deserted from the lives of
Par fort non art de l’ebrieu eft en vie,                    physician , not the upbringing of jews .
Luy & fon genre au regne hault pouse,                  He & his people sitting in high posts 



Grace donnee a gent qui chrift enuie.                     But pardon given to race who deny Christ.

This Quatrain clearly tells about his carreer, He is physician(not belong to any main religion of 
world) not a jew or Christian, he & his coutrymen citing in high political posts.He pardon those 
Who deny jesus Christ.

I.LIII

Las qu’on verra grand people tourmente,                       Sadly, We shall see great nations troubled 
 El la loy faincte en totale ruine:                                     & holy law in utterly spoiled, Christianity
Par autres loix toute la chreftiente,                                  taken by all other laws, when new source 
Quand d’or, dargent trouue nouuelle                               money and Gold discovered.
Mine.

We will see great nations  troubled and holy laws destroyed , the chritianity taken by law of 
karma, cause and effect principle.

II.XLVI.

Apres grat troche humain plus grad s’apprefte,                 The Great misery for the mankind, even 
Le grand moteur les fiecles renouuelle.                             Greater one approaches, when great 
Pluye, fang, laict, famine, fer & pefte.                              Cycle of earth is on renewal. Over the 
Au ciel veu feu, courant longue eftincelle.                        sky will be seen fire dragging tail.

We expect a great misery for mankind as great Cycle of Earth(Present Kal yug) will be renewed 
And changed to satya(Golden) age as per hinduisim Cycle of 12000 years is closing and satya 
age is waiting to begin.

I.XCI

Les dieux feront aux Humains apperence,                     GOD will make to mankind that they are 
Ce qu’ilz feront auteurs de grand conflict:                     planner of this war. Suddenly in the sky
Auant ciel veu ferein efpee & lance,                              will be seen fighter planes and weapons.
Que vers main gauche fera plus grand afflict.                Greatest demage will be done on the left 
                                                                                        side of globe.



GOD will Show clearly that they are the author of this great war of century as suddenly you will 
see fighting fighter plane in sky though their was no sign of war before. After this war Greatest 
demage will take place on left side(America & Europe) of globe.

  
I.XCII.

Souz Vn la Paix par tout fera clamee                                 Under one man will Peace will be 
Mais non long temps pille & rebellion:                              Proclaimed Everywhere , before 
Par refus ville, terre, & mer entamme,                               that will be looting and rebellion.
Mors & captifs le tiers d’vn million                                   Because of that town, land & water will
                                                                                            Split, A  third of million will be
                                                                                            Captured and dead.

Soon you will see Everything will be controlled & peace will be achieved under one 
Man(Commissioned Avtar on earth) will. But before that there will be looting, rebellion and due 
to this land and water will be split, over more than million will captured or dead.

I.XCVI.

Celuy qu’aura la  charge de deftruire                             A man will be charged with annhilation 
Temple fectes, changez par fantafie:                             of temples & sects, He will changed by his
Plus aux rochier qu’aux viuans viendra                          visions.He will harm non living things 
Nuire, par langue ornee d’oreilles reffafie.                     rather than living; he will deliver such 
                                                                                         Loud speeches.

A man( Inarnated one) will be charged with destruction of temples & sectarianism, he will be 
guided by his visions. He will make such louded speeches.



II.XXIX

L’oriental fortira de fon fiege,                                           Eastern man will come from his country
Paffer les monts apennins voir                                          and will cross the appenine to france, He 
La gaule.                                                                            Travel over land,, sea , snow and will
Tranfpercera le ciel les eaux                                              strike people with his rod.
& neige, Et vn chafcun frappera 
de fa gaule.

Eastern Man (Avtar) will come from his country and cross mountain to france, he will travel over 
land, sea, snow & will strike people with his rod (A divine weapon).

IV.XLVII

Le noir farouche quand aura effaye.                           when dark ferocious one will have exercised 
Sa main fanguine par feu,fer arcs tendus.                    his hand through fire, sword, drawn bow
Treftout le peuple fera tant effraye,                             all the nation so terrified to see the great
Voir les plus grans par col & pieds pendus.               Ones hanging by their neck & feets.

When Dark Ferocious (Avtar) will exercise his divine weapon ie, Sword, Drawn bow and fire.All 
the nations will be so terrified when they will see earthly big politicians & rulers will be hanged 
by their neck & feets.

V.LIII 

La loy du sol, & venus contendens,                       The law of  Sun comprising with venus,
Appropriant l’efprit de prophetie,                           forcasting the spirit of prophecy, neither 
Nel’vn ne l’autre ne feront entendus,                     the one nor the other will know, law  of
Par  sol  tiendra la loy du grand meffie.                 great Messiah retained through the Sun.



The Law of sun(Dharma) with venus, eternal cycle of justice reinforcing the spirit of prophecy,
No one will know, law of great Messiah(Avtar) retained through sun.
Book of Enoch, second coming of Jesus(Bible), Imam mehdi(Kuran), Maitrey Budha and Kalki 
avtar as per puranas,  has been Prophecied in holy books of all the major religion of today.
that he will come to restore the balance of good over bad karma and will usher the kingdom of 
GOD on earth & heaven.

V.LX

Par tefte rafe viendra bien mal eflire,                   Through the shaven heads he(Antichrist)
Plus que fa charge ne port paffera,                        will seems to be elected wrongly, he is so 
Si grand fureur & raige fera dire,                          burdened with load he cannot lift and he will
Qu’a feu & fang tout fexe trenchera.                    be in such great hurry & rage that entire 
                                                                               Sexuality will be killed into pieces & on fire.

Through the Muslims he will be seen to elected wrongly, he is overburdened with heavy load,
He will be in such hurry to eliminate and put into pieces & fire, the bad aspect of venus i.e 
immensce sexuality & lust prevalent in present society.

V.LXV

Subit venu l’effrayeur fera grande,                        Suddenly appeared, A great terror, hidden 
Des principaux de l’affaire caches,                         (Antichrist), Women on charcoal will no 
El dame en braife plus ne fera en veue,                 longer be seen more, thus earthly king (leaders) 
Ce peu a peu feront les grans faches.                     slowly will get angered.

Suddenly appeared he will be volatile, women on charcoal(sex) will not been seen more, and 
thereafter Earthly kings(leaders) will get angered.



V.LXX

Des regions fubiectes a la balance,                       The regions which will be balanced  will trouble 
Feront troubler les monts par grande                    a mountain with war. The entire sex will be 
Guerre,                                                                  exiled with Byzantium, at morning they will call 
Captifz tout fexe deu & tout bifance,                    each other from land to land.
Qu’on criera a l’aube terre a terre.

The region under balance will trouble a mountain with war, entire sex will be exiled with 
Byzantium. In morning they will find there near & dear from place to place.

V.LXXIII

Perfecutee fera de dieu l’eglife,                            The temple of God will be executed & chuches
Et le fainctz temples feront expoliez,                    will be destroyed, Mother will keep the child 
L’enfant la mere mettra nud en chemife,               away ,The arabs will joins with poles.
Seront arabes aux polons raliez.

The temples of God will destroyed, Mother & child will be separated due to war, The arab nation 
will join with Russia &  & norther people.

V.LXXVIII 

Les deux vnis ne tiendront longuement,                  The two will not remain joined for long, in 
Et dans treze ans au barbare satrappe,                      thirteen years they are taken by barbarian 
Aux deux coftez seront tel perdement,                     power, there will be such a loss on both 
Qu’vn benyra le barque & fa cappe.                         Sides, that one will blame the other.



The two, USSR & USA will not be able remain allied for long, they will be ruled by barbarian 
(INDIA), there will be loss on both side West & East both side so that one will blame each other 
for the War.

V.LXXIX

La facree pompe viendra baiffer les aifles,               The sacred pomp will come to lower its 
Par la venue du grand legiflateur,                              wings, in time of great law giver, he will 
Humble haulfera vexera les rebelles,                         make humble and trouble the rebellious, 
Naiftra fur terre aucun aemulateur.                           His like will not occur on earth again.

The Holy Power Christianity will lower its wings, at the time when Great one(Avtar) will gives 
its law, he will be humble & rebellious both while umpementing his laws of  spirtual evolution.
His like will be rarely seen on earth again.
                                                                                    

VI.LXX

Au chef du monde le grand chyren fera,                 The great Chyren will be the supreme 
Plus oultre après ayme, craint, redoubte,                of the world , loving, feared and dreaded.
Son bruit & loz les cieux furpaffera ,                      His fame & renowen beyond the heaven 
Et du feul titre victeur fort contente.                       & he will be greatly satisfied with the 
                                                                                 title of Victor.

The Chyren (Holding chain in his hand), Nominated by Cosmic Govt will be the Supreme Power 
of the world. He is loving, polite at the same time will create fear & Dread .
His fame will be seen in all heaven & earth, He will be solely satisfied with the title of Victor 
only.



VI.L.XXX 

De fez le regne  paruiendra a ceux                                   From fez the kingdom will stretch 
d’europe, Feu leur cite & mer a grand                             out to Europe .The land blazes with 
d’afie terre & mer a grand troupe,                                   sword .The great man of asia with great 
Que bleux, pers, croix, a mort dechaffera.                       troops by land & sea and  through 
                                                                                          Perse, blue, will drive out cross to 
                                                                                          Death.

From Asia & Middle east  his kingdom will stretch to Europe. He will Execute his divine blazing 
sword (Rider of white horse with the Sword as prophecied in bible). This great man of asia will 
drive out the cross(Christian) to death through Persia(Middle east).

X.LXV.

O vafte Romme ta ruyne s’approache,                          O great Rome, your destruction 
Non de tes murs de ton fang & fuftance,                      comes soon, not of your walls but 
L’asper par lettres fera fi horrible coche,                      of your blood & substance,the harsh 
Fer poinctu mis a tous iufques au manche.                   Statement in fold of letters,with a pointed
                                                                                      Steel all in the sleeves.

The great Rome your destruction comes very soon not of your matter but of your barbaric laws 
(culture), pointing steel rod ( divine weapon of avtar)with letters of destruction.

X.LXXI.

La terre & l’air gelleront fi grand eau,                       The earth & atmosphere will freez water 
Lors qu’on viendra pour ieudi venerer,                      when they comes to workship on Thursday, 
Ce qui fera iamais ne feut fi beau,                              he who will come will not be as fair as few
Des quatre pars le viendront honnorer.                       Partner will come to honor him.



The atmosphere will be so much clouded (Environmental changes will be severe) & you will see 
no sun, therefore air will freeze water, & this will happen when They( Kalki Avtar) & his 
follower come to workship on Thursday( day of Vishnu God workship in India).
The awaited one will not be simple as Few partners country will come to honour him.

X.LXXIII

Le temps prefent auecques  le paffe,                           The present time and that of past will be 
Sera iuge par grand louialifte,                                     judged by the great man of Jupiter.
Le monde tard luy fera laffe,                                       soon the world will be tired of him,
Et defloial  par le clerge iuriste.                                  disloyal after oath taking clergy.

Present time & that of Past( bad karmic load) will be judged by great man of Jupiter(stands for 
Thursday as his day of  rest & day of Vishnu workship),this also show that Jupiter is Ascentant in 
his birth chart).Soon world will be tired of him.

X.LXXIIII

Au reuolu du grand nombre feptiefme,                     The year of  seventh number finished,
Apparoiftra au temps leux d’hacatombe,                   He will appear at the game of slaughter
Non efloigne du grand eage milliefme,                      in the great millennium when dead 
Que les entres fortiront de leur tombe.                       Will come out of their graves.

The great number seven which is shown to him (Avtar) by which will be given final time for 
initiation of war, he will appear when earthly leaders will rule badly without any insight from the 
point of economic & social justice. This will happen when dead will come out of their 
graves(this is prophecy of holy kuran which says Allahtalla(GOD) will come to earth to do 
justice and all the dead people will come out of their graves: means that body dies but not the 
soul but karma  done by bodied in each birth will be accumulated & will be judged by him
Early Muslims & Sufi Saints know about the rebirth phenomena not only this Christian mystics 
before Jesus Christ knows of rebirth. 



                                                       KALKI AVTAR

                                                    

X.LXXV.

Tant attendu ne reuiendra iamais,                           Awaited for longtime, he will not appear in 
Dedans l’europe, en afie apparoiftra,                      Europe but will appear in asia & he will grow 
Vn de la ligue yffu du grand hermes,                      above all other power in east, as revelation 
Et fur tous roys des orientz croiftra.                        issued from heaven.

Long awaited he will not return in Europe( his soul taken to Europe because of his strong past 
birth karma in france) but will grow other all power in east a vision appeared in heaven.

X.XCVI

Religion du nom des mers vaincra,                       A religion called by the name of sea 
Contre la fecte fils adaluncatif,                              will overcome, against the seat of 
Secte obftinee deploree craindra,                           the son Adaluncatif. A stubborn 
Des deux bleffez par aleph & Aleph                     lamentable sect, two men harmed 
                                                                               by alpha & alpha.



A religion called by name of Sea i.e Hindustan(Indian Ocean), will defeat Pakistan, a Stubborn 
sect, i.e Islam, harmed by Alpha & alpha(Antichrist or Avtar)

TIME & PERIOD OF COMING OF KALKI-AVTAR 

Prophecies given in Hindu Scriptures are surprisingly accurate. Most of such prophecies have 
been mentioned in Kalki Puran, a Sub Puran written about 5000 years ago by Ved Vyas, who has 
compiled all the Purans. His actual name was. He was son of Mharshi Parashar and Satyavati. 

In order to understand and calculate these prophecies we are required to be conversant with the 
prevailing method of calculating time in the scriptures. Conception prevailing in the Hindu 
scholars is that the age of Kaliyug is equal to 4,32,000 human years. Similarly the total period of 
all the four ages (Yug) has also been multiplied as 43,20,000 years. This is due to committing 
blunder in evaluating the ratio given in the Sanskrit verses. It is surprising to note that in support 
of their conception the translators of Scriptures have polluted the verses and altered the times. As 
Kalki Puran is not a popular book being in abstruse language. Thank God  they could not change 
the verses in it.

So we refer a Sanskrit verse from Kalki Puran. 

“DWADSHABD  SAHSREN  DEVANAMCHA  CHATUR  YUGAM
CHATWARI  TREENI  DWAI  CHEKAM  SAHSRA  GANITAM  MATAM”   (1)

It means that one DEV YUG and CHATUR YUG is of twelve thousand year. This should be 
divided proportionately in the ratio of four, three. Two and one according to the Arithmetic law 
in Sanskrit.

It is really surprising that this verse of Kalki Puran has specifically mentioned to apply the 
Arithmetic law. What is this Arithmetic Law?

An arithmetic Law was framed by the Sanskrit astrologers at a later stage before these Purans 
were written. Therefore we must apply it while translating such verses.

“ANKANAM VAMTO GATIH! SANKHYANAM DAXINO GATIH!!

Idea behind it is that when independent figures are given in the verse they should be read from 
reverse. When a number is given it should be read in right way as usual. It seems that in order to 
facilitate the arithmeticians this rule was framed to differentiate the figures from the digital 
number.



So we are required to apply this important law in the correct translation of the verse. 
Therefore the meaning should be that the total period of all four Yugas is equal to 12000, years 
which is also the age of one DEV YUG. The division of this period in four ages will therefore be 
in the order and ratio of one, two, three and four (not Four, three, two and one) as mentioned in 
the verses.

DEV YUG OR HUMAN CHATURYUG

Sl. 
No

Name of Yug Joining 
Period 

Actual 
period

Joining 
Period 

Total Age

(beginning) (in end)
1 Sat Yug 100 + 1000 + 100 = 1200 Years
2 Treta Yug 200 + 2000 + 200 = 2400 Years
3 Dwapar Yug 300 + 3000 + 300 = 3600 Years
4 Kali Yug 400 + 4000 + 400 = 4800 Years

According to Hindu concept the Manifestations(AVTAR) are generally appears in the joining 
period in the end. Bhagwan Ram manifested in the last joining period of TRETA YUG and 
Krishna in the end of DWAPAR YUG in the joining period of DWAPAR YUG. Similarly the 
Kalki Avtar must also appear in the last years of Kaliyug i.e. The ending joining period of 400 
years.

This joining period in the end is also known as the waiting period or PRATEEXYA KAL. As we 
are concerned with only Kaliyug so we will see whether there are some verses mentioning  the 
age of Kaliyug only which is of 4800 years actually in the light of above explanation. Yes, there 
are specified verses in various scriptures giving the age of Kaliyug independently.

REFERENCES FROM SCRIPTURES ABOUT AGE OF KALIYUG SPECIFICALLY

1.Reference from “SHREEMAD BHAGWAT  MAHAPURAN”

“DIVYABDANAM  SAHASRANTE  CHATURTHE  TU  PUNAH  KRITAM  !
BHAVISYATI  YADA  NRINAM MAM  ATMA PRAKASHKAM”    !!

It means that Krit Yug (Sat Yug) will come after the expiry of four thousand divya years. Which 
will enlighten my mind and soul.



The period of 4000 years clearly indicating towards the actual age of Kaliyug.

2.Reference from VISHNU PURAN regarding KALIYUG

“TREENI LAXANI VARSHANAM DWIJ MANUSHYA SANKHYAYA.
SASHTHICHEV SAHASRANI, BHAVITYESH VAI KALIH.
SHATANI TANI DIVYANAM SAPT PANCH CHA SANKHYAYA NISHESHEN
BHAVISHATI TU PUNAH KRITAM.”  (VISHNU PURAN)

It means:- “O Dwij! According to human calculations dividing sixty thousand by a number of 
seventy five there will be Kaliyug and after which a period of one hundred year (of joining 
period ) Satyug will come again.

This is an unchallengeable proof mentioning the actual age of Kaliyug. If we divide 3,60,000 by 
75 we will get 4800 years. 360000/75= 4800 
It seems that the author of Vishnu Puran knew that the future scholars will commit blunder in 
ascertaining the age of Kaliyug so the age of Kaliyug was narrated in this peculiar way.

3. Reference from GARG SAMHITA OF GARGACHARYAJI:
The chief religious priest of Yadu Vansh or Krishna has written the life history of Bhagvan 
Krishna in his famous book “Garg Samhita”. In one last chapter he has narrated one verse as 
below.

ABDASHCHATU SAHASRANI KALAU PANCH SATANI CHA
GATE GIRIVAREHI SHREENATHAH PRADUR BHAVISHYATI

It means that after a period of four thousand five hundred year of Kaliyug Sreenath (Vishnu) will 
appear from the Girivar (Name of the mountain Sumeru) this prophecy is indicating towards an 
approximate period of Kaliyug i.e. 4500 years after that Vishnu (The husband of Goddess 
Laxmi) will be manifested. (Shree – Goddess Laxmi; husband & Nath – Vishnu)

HOW THE SCHOLARS AND INTERPRETERS COMMITTED BLUNDER

It seems that when Hindi translation was needed the translator being ignorant of the arithmetical 
law ANKANAM VAMITO GATIH they translated the verses in the same order in which it was 
written. Thus they wrongly ascertained the age of Satyug as 4800 instead of 1200. Similarly they 
calculated the age of Kaliyug as 1200 instead of 4800. When they could not adjust it with some 
historical prediction they might have thought that these 1200 years are not human years. These 
seems to be Dev Versha. Committing another blunder in translating word Divya as Devya. The 
word ‘Divya’ or ‘Devya Varsha’ is known as Solar Year which is of 365 days in the astrology 
commonly known and while DEV VARSH is consisting of 360 human years.  



So considering 1200 years as dev years they multiplied this number by 360 
1200 x 360 = 4,32,000 of Kaliyug  (Wrong Calculation)
Similarly   4800 x 360 = 17,28,000 Satyug      (Wrong Calculation)

COMMENCEMENT OF KALIYUG

In several Purans it is clearly written that after the end of famous historical Mahabharat war 
Shree Krishna at the age of 120 years left this mortal world on the very last day of Dwapar Yug. 
At that time king Yudhisthir era was prevailing in India Named as ‘Yudhisthir – Abda’ which has 
now been lost. But an astronomical order of movement of group of stars has been mentioned in 
several scriptures which clearly indicate the exact time of the commencement of Kaliyug.

In BHAGVAT & VISHNU PURAN we find following verse:-

YADA MAGHAMYO YASYANTI POORVASHADHA MAHARSHYA   !
TADAT NANDAT PRABHRATYESHAM KALIR VRIDI GAMISYATI   !!

“O Mahrishi (Great Saint) when Saptrishi group of stars enters before Magha Naxtra (another 
group of stars surrounding the moon) Bhagvan Krishna left for His heaven by abode, the same 
time Kaliyug commenced but its effect was noticed when Saptrishi entered in Poorvashada 
Naxtra (10th after Magha Representing 1000 years) then Kaliyug will increase its strength when 
‘Nanda dynasty will rule over the country Bharat.

Our chronological history starts from 326 years before Christ when GREAT KING 
ALEXANDER invaded India. At that time there was Nanda dynasty having 8-9 kings. The last 
king Maha Padma Nand was dethroned by Chandra Gupta Maurya. Approximately this was the 
time when Bhagvan Gautam Budhha and after two hundred years Jesus Christ appeared in 
different parts of the world. They brought the same message of non Violence Peace and love. 
One for eastern part and another for western part of universe. 

Through this clear illustration we must now understand the Plan of God to establish the same one 
religion which is Religion of God. Therefore the commencement of Kaliyug took place in 2800 
before Vikram and 2857 years Before Christ.

END OF KALIYUG

An astronomical event of combination or situation of there important planets have been predicted 
in Bhagwat, Vishnu Puran and Mahabharat Scriptures.

YADA  CHANDRASHCH  SURYASHCH  TATHA  TISHYA  VRIHSPATIH   !



EAK  RASHAU  SAMESHYANTI  TADA  BHAVATI  TATAH KRITAM.!!

It means that whenever the Sun, Moon, and Jupiter will reach in the Pushya group of stars 
(Naxatra) on Kark line or Rashi in similar situation then Satyug or Krityug is commenced.

Yes the author of the old book “CHETAWANI” Pt. Raj Narayan Shastri first time told the Hindu 
world in 1924 AD that the combination of the above mentioned stars will take place in Vikram 
Samvat 2000 during the mid month of Srawan on dark moon Amavashya on Sunday (at 17 
gharee 53 pal). This date is coinciding with the modern calendar as 1st of August 1943 AD 
Sunday and time is by about 12 noon. This reality can be verified from the famous Vishwanath 
Kashee Panchang of Vikram Samvat 2000 which was published from the city Varanasi in Uttar 
Pradesh, India. 

In other Panchang (calendar) the combination chart at the time of Sunrise has been given but at 
noon after 12 or at 17 gharee 53 pals this astronomical event occurred.

So Kaliyug has since been over on 1st August 1947 or Shravan Amavashya Samvat 2000 Sunday 
at about midday.



                                                                   KALKI  AVTAR

And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse,
And he that sat upon him was called Faithful and True, 
And in righteousness he doth judge and make war. 
His eyes were as a flame of fire, and on his head were many crowns; 
And he had a name written, that no man knew, but he himself. 
And he was clothed with a vesture dipped in blood: 
And his name is called the Word of God. 
And the armies which were in heaven followed him upon white horses, 
Clothed in fine linen, white and clean.  
And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, 
That with it he should smite the nations:
And he shall rule them with a rod of iron: 
And he treadeth the winepress of the fierceness, and wrath of Almighty God. 
And he hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name written, 
KING OF KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS. 
                                                                                                                Revelation 19:11-16

"Kalki is the next Avatar of Vishnu. He will appear, riding his white horse and wielding a shiny 
sword, at the end of the Kaliyuga, the dark age through which we are passing. This is considered 



to be the age of suffering, darkness and doom. His task will be to end the evil and restore the 
Dharma. Thus will begin a new cycle, again will start the Satyayuga or the age of truth and 
righteousness."

 
Whenever there is a withering of the law and an uprising of lawlessness on all sides, then I 
manifest Myself. For the salvation of the righteous and the destruction of such as do evil, 
for the firm establishing of the Law,I come to birth, age after age.

- Bhagavad Gita, Book IV, Sutra 5, 7, 8

The famous quotation from the Bhagavad Gita, which is the holy book of the Hindus, is the basis 
of their belief that God (Lord Vishnu) takes birth on the earth as an Avatar or incarnation and as a 
saviour of the humanity in order to cleanse the world of evil and re-establish Dharma or Law 
when the human society reaches the nadir of moral and cultural values, and lose all awareness of 
what is right and wrong. The Hindu texts called Puranas tell the story of various Avatars of 
Vishnu, including his last avatar Buddha. The texts also prophesize of a future Avatar of Vishnu 
called Kalki who will appear at the end of the present age called the Age of Koli (untruth) or 
Kali Yug. Hindus believe that time revolves in a cyclical manner beginning with Satya Yug or the 
Age of Truth. Then comes Treta Yug, Dwapar Yug and finally Koli Yug. After that comes 
annihilation and re-initiation of the Satya Yug or Kritya Yug - the age of purity. Thus, the Hindus 
do not believe in the End of the World but in the cyclical nature of Time. 

The appearance of Kalki 
When the practices taught by the Vedas and the institutes of law, shall nearly have ceased, and 
the close of the Koli age shall be nigh, a portion of that Divine Being who exists of his own 
spiritual nature, in the character of ParamBrahma, and who is the Beginning and the End, and 
who comprehends all things shall descend upon the earth. . By his irresistible might, He will 
destroy all the barbarians and thieves, and all whose minds are devoted to iniquity. He will then 
re-establish righteousness upon earth; and the minds of those who live at the end of the Koli age, 
shall be awakened, and shall be as pellucid as crystal. The men who are thus changed by virtue 
of that peculiar time, shall be as the seeds of human beings, and shall give birth to a race who 
shall follow the laws of the Kritya Age, the Age of Purity. 

~ Vishnu Purana 4.24 

 Revelations : I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the End. The two religions, 
separated by time and space (Hinduism being much older than Christianity) are thought to have 
little in common. But as you read through the next few paragraphs, you shall find some amazing 
similarity of events mentioned in the Kalki Purana with those of the Biblical Revelations. 

~ Kalki Purana, I[2], Verses 11 and 15 


